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The industrialization of Japan is said to have taken place from the be-
ginning of this century, that is to say, about 130-140 years later than the 

industrial revolution of England and 20-30 years later than that of Germany, 

the United States and other western countries. 
About 30 years before entering the industrialization process, the political 

powers were transferred to the new Imperial Government from the Tokugawa 
Shogunate by the Meiji Restoration of 1868. As the Meiji Restoration was 
a political and econornic revolution, many social controls abolished and 

the people were given freedom to choose their occupations and areas of 
residence. The establishment of the centralized Meiji Government was 
followed soon by the uniflcation of monetary currency systems, collection 
of land taxes in currency, and the establishment of national bank systems. 
The boom of railway construction at the end of the eighties helped to provide 

for an expanding markets. In addition, the large demands of the Sino-
Japanese War (1894-95) stimulated industries of every kind. Thus, the 
industrialization of Japan started fully in the beginning of the present 

century. 

There are many authors of modern economic history of Japan who have 
written on the Japanese industrialization. However, these studies treat 
Japan as a whole, and do not discuss the areal differentiation within 
Japan during the process of the industrialization. The author intends to 
describe the outline of the industrialization phenomena of Japan from the 

*"eographical viewpoint in this article, particularly for the frst half of 
it. 

Ch,awges ift Popula,tiofc 

1. Increase and redistribution of population 
The population of Japan, during the latter half of the Tokugawa Period, 

covering about a century and a quarter, remained stationary somewhere 
near 30 million.1 The reasons for this apparent stability are due to the social 

* Eijir6 Honj6, Poulatio'a and Populatio's Proble'ns. 1930, Tokyo. (in Japanese) 
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and　economic　conditions　of　the　feudalistic　society　an（1also　Japan，s　isolation

during　this　period。Since　the　production　of　food　was　the　most　important

uational　and　social　problem，any　further　developmellt　of　such　crops　as

tobacco，cotton　an（1rαpe－seeds　was　prohibited　by　the　govemment　and　new

industries　were　discouraged。　Japan　at　this　period　of　history　had　to　produce

enough　food　to　support　its30million　people．　Cities　were　few　in　number

and　most　of　the　people　were　engaged　in　agriculture．

　　　　Her　population　density　in1872was114per　sq．km．，2while　England
alld　Wales　during　the　industrial　revolution　and　Germany　at　the　beginning

of　the　industrialization　had　population　densities　of48per　sq．km．for　the

f・merin1801and81f・rthelatterinl880．Thissh・wsthatJapan
already　had　a　dense　population　before　industrialization　compared　with
westem　countries，especially，since　the　proportion　of　arable　land　is　small　in

Japan，the　density　in　terms　of　arable　land　is　very　great．　The　population

was　fed　and　supported　by　its　own　agriculture．　Japan　was　a　typical　agri－

cultural　country　in　the　monsoon　lands，and　quite　different　from　the　oc－

cidental　nations．

　　　　The　population　of　Japan，which　remained　stationary　during　the

Tokugrawa　Period，saw　a　steady＆nd　significant　increase　after　the　Meiji

Restoration　to　the　present．　This　is　a　new　cycle　ia　the　population　growth

curve・In　l872，soon　after　the　Restor＆tion，there　were　only33million
people，while　the　latest　census　of1955showed　that　this　number　had　in－

creased　to85million．The　population　increased2，6times　in　little　more
than　80　years．3

　　　　With　the　high　dellsity　of　populatiQn　before　illdustrialization，the　rice

cultivation　in　monsoon　Asia　tends　always　to　the　intensification　of　labour

and　the　partitioning　into　small　areas　with　high　farm－rent．But　owing　to

the　high　percentage　of　agricultural　population　even　after　industrialization，

and　accelerated　by　the　increasing　demand　for　food，there　exists　constant　food

pressures　to　the　nation　unless　she　has　rich　territories　as　producers　of　food

and　consumers　of　manufactured　goods。

　　　　Regional　distribution　of　population　and　that　of　food　production　coincides

in　an　agricultural　country　or　in　a　country　during　the　stage　in　which　agri－

cultural　production　has　primary　importance．That　is　to　say，in　a　country

or　at　a　stage　before　industrialization，the　relationship　between，two　factors

　21n　this　article、Japan　Proper（Honshu，Kyushu＆nd　Shlkoku）is　discussed，excludmg
H・kkaid・段ndOkinawaPrefecture．Thef・rmerlsaterritorynewlyco1・mzedaftertheMeiji
Restoration，while　the　latter　is　a　group　of　distant　and　sma11，though　densely　populated，
1slands（Loochoo　Islands）1n　the　southwestem　sea．
　3This　increase　must　be　laid　chiefly　to　the　high　birth－rates，especially　in　the　first　three　decades

of　the　Meiji　Period，　The　birth－rate　was25％』in　the　eighties，30％in　the　nlnetles　and　35％み
in　the　beginning　of　the　present　century，but　took　a　tum　downwards　in1925and　a£ter．　This
is　markedly　contraste（1to　t卸e　continuatlon　of　the　high　birth－rate　extending　about　one　hundred
years　in　England．　But　the　population　of　∫apan　continued　to　increase　because　of　the　decline

Qfdeath－raτesthr・ughtheprogressQfsanitaryconditi・nsandtherlseoflivingstandards．
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in　question　must　be　close、But　since　there　was　considerable　transportatioll

of　foods，mainly　rice，in　Japan　even　in　the　Shogunate　Period，the　correla－

tion　between　the　two　was　not　fully　paralleL　In　the　diagram　showing　the

relationships　in1872－73，there　are　some　agricultural　prefectures　such　as

Tochigi，Kumagaya（now　Gumma　and　a　part　of　Saitama），and　Chiba　on　the

one　side，and　a　few　prefectures　having　large　cities　such　as　Osaka，Tokyo　an（1

Hiroshima　on　the　other，　In　the1929－30distribution　group，there　are　several

industrial　prefectures　with　large　populations　an（i　little　cultivated　land．　r八7ith

the　exception　of　these　industrial　prefectures，they　show　the　same　genera1
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Fig・1．Correlationbet～～7eenp・pulat［onandcultivatedland
　　　　　　by　prefectures，　1872－73　and　1929－30．

correlationbetweenpopulationandcultivatedlandasbeforeindustrializa－
ti・n・Theirrelati・nshlP・fthepre－andp・st－industrializati・naregenerally

thesame，butincreasedandintensi丘ed。Theacreagespercapitaf・reach
prefecture　varied　widely　in　l872－73，0．3’㈱4to2．3げ㈱，but　changed　to　O，1

’α銘t・1・5嬢in1929－30・Thisis・ne・fthecharacteristics・fdenselyp・pu－
1ated　Asia　where　the　agricultural　population　comprises　about　half　of　the　total

working　populatlon　even　after　the　industrializ＆tion，

　　　The　rapid　increase　of　population　growth　has　not　occured　evenly　through一

・utthec・untry，butredistributi・n・fp・pulati・nint・specializedregi・ns
took　place5which　is　shown　in　Table　l　and　Fig．2．　The　rural　population

increasedgreatlyin1878－88，thesec・nddecade・fMeiji，sh・wnbythe
numbers　of　districts，while　there　were　a　few　districts　of　increase　alld　many

districts　which　stayed　stationary　or　decreased　during　period1898－1913，fo1－

10wing　the　beginning　of　the　in（iustrialization．

　‘　1　∫α％ニ0．245　acres．

　5Paul　Mantoux　also　shows　distribution　maps　of　population　in　England　by　counties　in

1700・1750・1801and1901・（Tんθ伽伽融」脳’吻亮励・吻肋θr蜘轍7y．L・nd・n，1948．〉
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Table l. Number of districts (gule) by the change of rural population 

1878-1888 

1888-1898 

1898-1913 

Extreme Remark-able 
increase ' Increase mcrease 

Stationary 
or decrease 

1 08 

34 

19 

119 

53 

16 

85 

38 l 

408 

28 

72 

97 

Annual rate of 
increase 

throughout Japan 

/~'9 ~~:a 

9*9 

13.1 

( I ) Excluding population of cities and towns having 10,000 inhabitants or more. 
( 2 ) "Extreme increase" means the rate of increase is more than twice that of the 

average during the period mentioned, " remarkable increase '" more than half as much, 
and "stationary or decrease" Iess than one-third. ' 

Maps showing the rate of increase of rural population show that there 
was a large increase before the beginning of industrialization in such regions 
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The geographical divislons of Japan 

Japan Proper is dividcd into 45 prefectures (fu, and ke,s) and each prefecture 
has several cities and districts (gu,t). There ¥vere over 500 distncts in the Meiji 
Period. The author divides Japan Proper into five :najor zones and eleven minor 
regions. These regions consist of gu,~ unrts, which consider landform, climate and other 
physical factors as well as cultural and hlstorical ones, and are quite different from 
the ofiicial statistical reglons of prefecture units. Each region has, therefore, 
significant areal characteristics. 
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as　Northeast（1），Kwant6（5），

andCentra1Highlands（4），
with　a　marked　decrease　after

industrialization　in　those　re－

gions　of　Hokuriku　（2），Kinki

andSan’y6（7）andSaゴin（3〉．

The　former　is　due　to　the
development　of　better　land
utilization　in　mountain　region，

but　as　fo1・　the　　latter，　the

cultivation　of　paddy　五elds　in

alluvial　lallds　has　　reached

such　a　high　standard　of　agri－

culture　that　little　improve－

ment　could　be　made　when
economic　factors　were　taken
into　consideration．

2・　Shifts　of　occupation　and

di狂erentiated　urbanization

　　　　Along　with　an　increase

of　population　there　was　a
shift　in　the　percentage　of　the

primary　and　secondary　occupa－

tions・　The　ratio　of　the　agri－

cultural　population　to　the　total

decreased　from　three－fourths

to　one　half　or　less，6　though

this　decline　in　percentages

is　notdue　to　a　declineof
agriculture　as　was　the　case

in　England。The　actual　agri－

cultural　population　　has　re－

mained　unchanged，and　more－

over，・agriculture　has　greatly
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Fig・2。　The　changes　of　rural　populatiQn，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1878－88，　1888－98　and　1898－1913．

　o　Shift　of　occupation圭s　reported　by　census　as　follows，though　occupational　class圭fications　Qf

1872，1920and1950are　not　exactly　comparable．（0000mitted）

1872
1920
1950

Agriculture Commerce N［anufacture Tota1　、vorkers

14，787（78）

14，128（53）

16，132（45）

1，329（　7）

3，188（12）

3，835（11）

　719（4）
5，300（認7）

5，646（／6）

19，179（／躍）

26，624（／微）

35，575（ノ6をク）

　　Prof．Colm　Clark　pointed　out　that　shares　of　agrlcultural　population　iロ　westem　countries

are66－70％bef・reindu3trializatl・nand22－25％aftent，butinJapan85％bef・reand50％after．
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bour towns and cathedral to¥vns, with a few 
Since the increase of the population 

been absorbed by the industrial and commercial 

place. 

Table 2. Progress of urbanization 

ACADElrv [October 

been developed, for example, 
the production of rice increased 

125~ and its acreage 50~ 
between 1877-1936. 

At the beginning of the 
Meiji Period, there were only 
flve cities7 having a population 

of over 100,000. They were 
not industrial cities, but rather 

administrative or commercial 
centers. Besides these large 
cities, there were 94 cities and 

towns havin"* a population of 

over l0,000, most of which 
were castle towns, and several 

others were stage towns, har-

handicraft towns. 
after the Meiji Restoration has 

classes, urbanization took 

(1878-1935) 

1878 

1 898 

1920 

1 935 

Number of cities 
and towns 

Urban 
in 

population 
millions 

Percentage to the 
total population 

99 

166 

232 

243 

3.43 

6.96 

14.15 

24 . 03 

9.8 % 
J~)~. 8 

~16. J 

36.6 

1) Excluding Hokkaido and Okinawa Prefecture (Loochoo Islands). 
2) Cities and towns of 10,000 or more inhabitants for 1878, 1898 and 1920, but 

20,000 or more for 1935. 

Enlargement and new births of cities are shown in Table 3. In the 
central regions of 5-8 (Zone 111 and IV), cities appeared and grew after 
this century, but in those regions of 1-4 (Zone I and II) and 9-11' (Zone 
V) Ii.ttle ch~nge took place. The central zone shows a distinguished 
increase in comparison with the outer and inner zones, not only in the 
number of cities but also in urban population, as shown in Tables 4 

and 5. 

' Tokyo (formerly Yedo, population 595,905 in 18/~3) was the capital of the Shogunate, 
Kyoto (238,663) was the residence of the throne, and Osaka (2/~1,992) was the commercial 
(:enter of Japan during the Shogunate Period. Rest t~l'o, Nagoya and Kanazawa, ¥~rere typical 

castle towns. 
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TH J~ INDUSTRIALIZATION OF 

Table 3. 

1873 

Sendai 5_-

Kanazawa 109 

Tokyo 596 

Yokohama~ 65 

Nagoya 1 25 

Osaka 272 

Kyoto 239 

Hiroshima l~7 

Period 

100,000 

1898 

JAPAN : A Gl~OGRAPHICAL 

when population exceeded 
in the cities (OOO omitted) 

Toyama 59 

Niigata 53 

1920 

Sendai 135 

Fukui 57 

Nagano 58 

Kofu 58 

Matsumoto 54 

Yokohama$ 194 Yokosuka~ 89 

Utsunomiya 64 

Maebashi 62 

Kobe* 216 

Hiroshima 1 22 

Okayama 58 

Sakai* 50 

Shizuoka 98 

Hamamatsu 72 
Toyohashi 65 

Gifu* 63 

Kure* 159 
Okayama 1 1 1 

Shimonoseki~ 79 

Matsuyama 65 

ANALYSIS 

50,000 

1 940 

Aomori 99 

Morioka 90 

Yamagata 69 

Hirosaki 51 

Niigata 151 

Nagaoka 67 

Komatstl 5-2 

Matsue 56 

Kofu 10-" 

Kawasaki* 301 

Kalvaguchi* 97 

Klriu* 86 

Hachioji* 75 

Mito 66 

Urawa* 60 

lchikawa* 58 

Funabashi~ 51 

Shizuoka 212 

Hamamatsu 
Yokkaichi~ 103 

lchinomiya* 7 l 

Tsu 69 

Numazu* 53 

and 

Akita 96 

Hachinohe 73 

Koriyama* 57 

Toyama 128 

Takaoka 59 

67 

Yokosuka* 1 93 

Chiba* 92 

Hitachi* 83 

Takasaki 7 l 

Choshi* 61 

Omiya* 60 

Odawara 52 

Gifu* 172 

l 66 Toyohashi 143 

Okazal*-i 84 

Shimlzu* 69 

Ujiyamadat 55 

Amagasaki* 258 Shimonoseki* 1 96 

Sakai* 182 

Matsuyama 1 18 

Ube* I12 

Himeji 104 

Klshl¥vada 81 

Otsu 68 

Beppu* 65 

Akashi 60 

Hukuyama 57 
U*vajima 52 

Fuse* 135 

Nisinomiya* 1 1 2 

Takamatsu I 1 1 

Maizuru* 104 

Ooita 77 

Surda* 66 

I~'ara* 61 

Bofu* 59 

Imabari 56 

lwakuni 51 
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v. 

9
.
 

10. 

11. 

Nagasaki* 107 

Fukuol*･a 66 

Kumamoto 61 

Fukuoka 159 

Kumamoto 1 29 

Yawata* 1 1 1 

Sasebo* 99 

Moji* 89 

Oomuda* 79 

KoklJra 65 

Kurume 62 

Sasebo* -,,06 

Oomuda* 177 

Wakamatsu*89 

Saga 50 

[October 

Kokura 179 
Moji* 139 

Tobata* 84 

Wakayama 64 
Tokushima 62 

Kagoshima 53 

Kochi 74 

Kagoshima I 03 

Wakayama 1 95 
Tokushima 1 20 

Nobeoka 79 

~'liyakonojo 59 

Kochi 107 

Miyazaki 66 

and 
Cities having asterisks are newly born industrial ones, not originated from 
other towns of 10,000 or more inhabitants in the Tokugawa Period. 

Table 4. Increase of cities by regions (1878-1935) 

ca5-tle towns 

1878 

1888 

1898 

1913 

1 920 

1 935 

I
 

II III IV v Total 

1+5 
1+2 
1+1 

l+4 
1+5 
1+7 

1+7 
1+4 
1+4 
1+5 
2+5 
2+8 

3+ 1 

3+ 2 
3+ 1 
4+ ro 

4+ 7 
8+ 14 

3+ 9 
4+ 8 
6+ 7 
9+11 

11+ 8 
16+ 15 

1+3 
1+3 

0+4 
2+2 
2+2 
3+2 

9+25 
ro+ 19 

11+17 

17+32 

20+27 
30 + 46 

Figures of left shol~' numbers of large city and those of right secondary 
city. See footnote 8. 

Since many cities were primarily castle towns of feudal lords (daimyo) 
in the age of the Tokugawa Shogunate, Iarge citie-~ were located in the 
regions 1-3 where powerful clans settled and where new industries did not 
start after the industrialization as described later. On the contrary, there 

were small clans or territories directly controlled by the Shogunate in the 

regions ~~6 and the east part of 7, where urbanization was overwhelmingly 

promoted after the industrialization. Old castle towns in the inner zone 
(1 and II) or the outer zone (V) such as Sendai, Hirosaki, Akita, Takada, 

' The index of urbanization rs taken, in general, as the percentage of urban population to 
the total. But it is not correct to say that a city or a town having more than some 
thousands of inhabitants must be urban, regardless of the economic and social development of 
the nation. In this article, Iower limits of city population are raised according to periods, as 
f ollows. 

large city secondary city 
1878 50,000 25,000 1898 65,000 35, OOO 1920 80,000 40, OOO l 940 1 OO, OOO 50, OOO 

Since the promoting act of the annexation of local administration bodies was put into opera-

tion after 1953, it is difflcult to show the urbanlzation by the ofEicial statistlcs. 
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Kanazawa, ¥Vakayama, K6chi, Hagi, etc. had no increase of population 
before or during the industrialization. But those in the central zone (III 

and IV), such as Hamamatsu, Toyohashi, Na"*oya, Himeji, Okayama, 
Hiroshima, Fukuoka, etc. have continued to increase their population.9 

Beside these, there are several cities in the central zone which urban-

ized very quickly from villa*"es during the industrization. They are new 
born industrial cities such as Kawasaki, Ichinomiya, Amagasaki, Ube, 
Tobata, Yawata, etc. and the others are suburban villages of Tokyo and 
Osaka. 

Table 5. Progress of urbanization by zones. (1878-1935) 

1878 

1898 

1920 

1935 

I
 

ll III IV v 
5.5 

2.4 

5.8 

9.7 

5,0 

3.5 

5.9 

9.4 

2.6 

4.2 

10.4 

22.4 

(2.6) 

(8 . 4) 

(17.1) 

5.7 

8.3 (6.6) 

16.8 (13.1) 

28.9 (22.6) 

5.0 

3.9 

6.8 

13.7 

( I ) Figures show percentages of urban population to the total of each zone. 
( 2 ) Figures In brackets are those excluding Tokyo (III) and Osaka (IV), by the 

reason of that those tvv~o are pan-Japan metropolitan cities. 

Table 5 shows that the urbanization figures decreased before the indu-
strization in the inner and outer zones (1, 11 and V) corresponding with 
the absolute increase of rural population in 1878-98 as above mentioned. 

As the result, the population densities by re*"ions are changed as follows. 

Table 6. Changes of population densities by region and zones 
(per sq. km.) (1878-1935). 

Regions & Zones 

2
 
3
 
4
 

1878 1898 1920 1935 

56 

143 

1･_1 

63 

74 

155 

l 16 

86 

87 

154 

123 

103 

105 

1 69 

132 

1 13 

' A good example of contrast is the population increase of Nagoya and lchinomiya m 
Region 6 and Kanazawa and Komatsu in Region 2. Nagoya and Kanazawa were typical castle 
towns of po¥~'erful feudal lords and t¥~'o out of five large cities having populations of more than 
lO0,000 at the end of the Shogunate Period. Nagoya continued a steady increase of population, 
while Kanazawa decreased or remained stationary until the end of the primary industrialization, 
then started to increase after 1920-30, some of this was due to the enlargement of municipal 
area by city planning and not to the actual IJrbanization. Ichinomiya and Komatsu are both 
textile towns of wool and srlk, Iocated near Nagoya and Kanazawa respectively. 

1920 1 940 l 873 

2 44 608 1,328 125 
20 1 1 09 84 137 

27 71 7
 

14 
15 5･~ lO 13 

The same is said for many other cities and towns. 
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（1＆II）

　　　　5

　　　　6

　　　　7

　　　　8

（III＆IV）

　9

10

11

（V）

甜 97 〃7 1／2

180

151

185

168

ノ74

258

192

248

207

獄3

343

233

281

267

裟97

477

294

364

313

379

111

91

69

あ

107

117

94

〃4

121

120

123

ノ2Z

135

129

143

Z37

3）　Regional　dif壬erentiation　of　age　and　sex　components

　　　　The　rapid　increase　of　population　growth，shifting　of　occupation　to　manu－

facturing　and　commercial　industries　from　agriculture　and　urbanization
were　results　of　the　industrialization　of　Japan　as　in　the　westem　countries．

　　　　The　age　distribution　of　population　are　also　changed　along　with　the

progress　of　the　industrialization，because　infant　mortality　decreased。　The

population　ratios　under14years　to　the　total（1000）increased　from273in

1872，to328in　1898，350in1913，and　to369in1935．　These　are　also　shown
by　regions．

　　　　H：ere　is　one　example　showing　the　dif壬erence　between　Tokyo　Prefecture

and　several　other　agricultural　prefectures．　In　the　former，including　indu－

strial　areα，the　most　productive　ages（20－49years）were246％in　l882，

but　those　of　the　latter　were207－213％．　That　is　to　say，even　before
industrialization，Tokyo　absorbe（i　the　productive　age　groups　from　the　neigh－

bouring　agricultural　areas。　The　difference　between　them　became　greater
in　1920，as　shown　in　Table　7．

　　　　　　　　　Table7．Distribution　by　age　groups　in1882and1920
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Total　population＝1000）（male　only）

Age　groups

　　1－14years

　　15－24　years

　25－34　years

　35－44　years

　45－59　years

60years＆01der

TokyoPrefecture

1882 1920

143，1

88。8

97．2

75．4

75．6

35．5

161．7

130．7

92．5

65．8

53，6

23．6

Ibaraki　Prefecture

1882 1920

156．2

86．9

81．9

64．9

72．9

45．5

185．5

75，8

63．9

57．4

63。0

44．7

　Ibaraki　Prefecture　ls　one　of　neig卜bouring　agricultural　prefectures　of　Tokyo。　The
五gures　for　1920in　the　table　show　t短at　the　youngest　age　grouP（15－24years）1ncreased
remarkably　among　the　productive　ages　in　Tokyo　and　the　intermediate　age　groups（25－
44　years）　decreased　in　Ibarak孟．
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Similarly, for sex ratios, male figures exceed female ones in Tokyo 
and the converse in lbaraki. Extreme figures in 1920 were thus : for 100 
females, 128.9 males for 15-19 years in Tokyo, and 85.3 for 2C~24 years in 

lbaraki. 

These are the different characters of regions of immigrating and emigra-

ing labour forces for the duration of the industrialization. Agricultural 

prefectures are said to have become kindergartens and asylums for the 
aged, on behalf of industrial prefectures. 

Differeletiated Shift of croppi,egs 

1) Diminished industrial crops 

For agricultural regions the industrialization of Japan has *"iven not only 

the demographic change 
avove mentioned, but also 
shifts of crops. The best 
example is cotton which was 

raisedlo all through Japan 

except in the snowy and 
colder regions of the North-

east in the Tokugawa Peri-
od, and combined ¥1'ith the 

spinning and weaving by 
household industries. The 
largest prouduction of cotton 

was found in 1887 through 
encouragement of the Meiji 

Government, in order to 
prevent the imports of cotton 

products which amounted 
to 40~ of the total imports 
during the first decade of 
Meiji. But soon after, it 
was proved that raw cotton 
produced in Japan was not fit 

for power spinning, either in 

qu,ality or in price. Gener-

ally speaking, cotton grow-

/ 

1 874 

.o 

* 

o
 

~
 

' Iooooo yen 

/ 

z~~~' 

1 877 

., 

t~-*
 

. I~::-

2
 

e
 

~
 

: -4 

･ 1,000 piculs 

, oo p icul5 

Fig. 3 Major producing areas of 
(upper) and cotton cloths 

raw cotton in 
in 1874. (10wer) 

1877 

1' After the researches of Kentar6 Shiba, Kenz6 Akiyama and K6shi Ono, cotton cloths 
were imported from Korea and southern China via Loochoo Islands In the sixteenth century, 
and then cotton seeds were Intorduced to Japan In the latter half of the century. Clothing 

materials of the nation changed from hemp to cotton during the next Dne hiJndred years. 
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ing disappeared from almost all Japanese villa*"es during World ~~/ar 1.ll 

This process is described by many ¥vriters of agricultural economics 
and modern economic history in detail. But if he studies this decreasing 
production from the *"eo*-raphical points of vie¥v, he ¥vill find the regional 

differences according to the lor_al relationship with industrialized areas. 

The main producing areas of raw cotton from the Tokugawa Period, 
until the seventies, ¥vere located in the present prefectures of the Central 

Zone such as Aichi, Osaka, Hiroshima, and Kwanto Plain, accounting for 
over half of the production of raw cotton in Japan. Cotton industries at 
the time were done, of course, by hand-driven spinnin*' wheels and looms 
in villages and towns. Leaders of the Meiji.Government, taking a self-
sufflciency policy of cotton and cotton goods, established modern power spinn-

ing factories in those cotton areas. But failing in the self-sufficiency of 

raw cotton for power spinning, cotton growing was abolished or lost its 
importance as products of the farms in the cotton producing areas where 
new cotton mills were established. 

Table 8. Decreasing indices of raw cotton prouduction (1887-1911) 
( 188 i~ = 100) 

l
 Osaka Aichi Saitama 

2
 Chiba Tottori 

3
 Niigata Ja pan total 

1887 

1892 

1897 

1902 

1907 

1911 

lOO 

71 

36 

21 
7
 
1
 

lOO 

67 

31 

9
 
2
 

1 OO 

86 

74 

39 
9
 
3
 

1 OO 

88 

67 

22 

13 

5
 

100 

101 

72 

47 

24 

17 

1 OO 

92 

79 

42 

20 

14 

1 OO 

73 

43 

21 

8
 
3
 

The other regions where new factories were not established remained as 

cotton growing areas, and the farmers contiuned hand spinning and weaving 
with their own raw cotton. There are several stages of cotton production, 

** Home production of raw cotton Production and import of raw cotton (1873-1922) 
decreased after 1887 when imports of raw (in thousand piculs) 
cotton started to increase in order to meet 

the large demand of power spinning. The 
amounts of imported raw cotton surpassed 
that of home production between 1888-90. 

Since the import duty of raw cotton 1~'as 

abolished in 1896, a struggle of competi-

tlon between home produce and foreign 
ImporL was definlte. It is quite resemble 
the abolishment of the corn law of England 

in 1846. 

Production Index Im ports Index 

1873 
l 878 

l 883 

1887 
1888 
1890 
l 89_2 

l 894 

i 897 

1 902 

l 907 

1912 
l 922 

29 1 

312 
366 
489 

288 
275 
275 
l 59 

72 
31 
18 
10 

60 
64 
75 

1 OO 

59 
56 
56 
33 
15 
6
 4
 2
 

22 
21 
21 
72 

1 57 

344 
897 

l,128 
2,289 
3,397 
4,079 
5,933 
8,711 

l
.
 
2.0 
5. 7 

7.2 

14.6 
21.6 
25.9 
37.6 
55.4 
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or crop shifting from cotton to other crops, from advanced ones to back-
¥vard ones. Table 8 shows them, divided into three groups of region. 

As the first groupl2 was the most advanced area of raw cotton produc-

tion and had the large cities of Osaka and Nagoya respectively, their 
decline was the sharpest and raw cotton prouduction diminished earliest. The 

second group, in the Kwanto Plain, decreased more slowly than the first. 
The third located in Region 3 was the last.13 

Cotton growing, spinning and weaving by villagers was abolished through-

out Japan, even in the most backward villages, as the industrialization of 

Japan proceeded on the one hand, and the purchasing power of farmers 
¥vas increased by the raw silk boom during and after World War I on 
the other. Thus, self-supporting and household manufacturing of cotton 
cloths in villages was separated or eliminated from the Japanese agriculture. 

This is one of general results of the industrialization. Industrial crops 
such as indigo-plants, rape-seeds, hemp, etc. also declined in the same way 
during industrialization. 

2) Decreased food crops 
In considering the changes of land use, rice is the most important crop 

on the alluvial plains of the densely populated southeastern Asia. Rice 
crops are always encouraged whenever and wherever irrigation facilities 
permitted. The Meiji Govermnent was not an exception. Reclamation of 
paddy fields and intensification of rice cropping were always encouraged 
and pushed. But rice acreages had reached the limit except in Hokka-
id0.14 Since the beginning of Meiji, acreages of paddy flelds to the total 

cropping acreages in Japan Proper has always been unchangeablly 55-57%. 
That is to say, the percentage of rice land remains the regardless of 

*' The crties of Osaka and Nagoya are located Osak-a and Archi Prefectures respectively. 
Since these prefectures l~'ere noted for cotton growing, with about one-third of the raw cotton 
raised in these t~;v'o prefectures until 1887, Kawachi and Mikawa cotton cloths were well 
known, from early in the middle of the seventeenth century. These were advanced agricultural 
areas of commercial cropping with industries of cotton weaving, where cotton merchants displayed 
their controls to cotton farmers. 

*' Next table shows the same. 
Percentage shares of the production of raw cotton (1877-190!~). 

Region 

Pref ectures 

1877 
1887 
1 897 

l 907 

(6) & (7) Kwanto Plain (5) San'in (3) 

Osaka & Aichi 
lbaraki, Saitama 

& Chiba T~ttori & Shimane 

34 
31 
20 
7
 

9
 13 

14 
11 

6
 6
 17 

29 

Ja pan Total 

(1 OO) 

(100) 
( I OO) 

(lOO) 

*' It was said the northern limit of rice cultivation in Japan or m the world was at the 
strait between Japan Proper and Hokkaido until 1870's. But it extends now to all parts of 
Hokkaido except the tip of northernmost and the foggy southeast coast, through the breeding or 
new specles and the introduction of new planting methods together with expanding irrigation 
nets. 
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industrialization. 

Cereals except for rice and barley were changed significantly by the 
progress of the industrialization. Millet (Setaria italica) and barn yard 
millet (Pa,ticum fru~rhe,~taceullt) decreased in acreage during the 1880-1920 

period by one half (from 51.2~ to 26.3%) and by one-third (from 21.2% 
to 9.0~) respectively. Demand f~r better food has influenced the shifting 

of crops showing the differential status by regions like raw cotton growing 

above described. 
Even early in the beginning of Meiji, barn yard millet was not produced 

in the more progressive areas of agriculture near Kyoto and Osaka, and in 
other area of alluvial plains because of rice and commercial products and 

dense population. The main producing areas in 1870, having 63% in prc~ 
duction and 60% in acreage, were the Central Highland (4). Kwanto Plain (5) 
and the Northeast (1) where dry fields or shifting cultivation predominated. 

Barn yard millet in Japan excluding Hokkaido decreased to 77% in 
acreage and 62% in production during 187Chl955. Decreasing rates were 
different by region. Both the acreage and the production decreased to two-
thirds of 1870 at the beginning of the industrialization in the Kwanto Plain 

and the Central Highland, while it was in the middle of the industrializa-

tion in 1910 in the Northeast region. 
At present, every prefecture producing barn yard millet has decreased 

to one-tenth in acreage, except lwate and Aomori Prefectures in the North-

east where 60-70% of 1870 figures rernain and the relatlve importance is 
high, occupying 64% in acreage and 66% in production to the total of 
Japan.15 It can de said that barn yard millet in the Northeast region is a 

symbol of the backward areas and produced by the imperfect competition. 

3) Increased agricultural products 
Contrary to the decrease of industrial and food crops above described, 

there are some crops which increased or have been newly introuduced. 
Various kinds of fruits and vegetables, pyrethrum, peppermint, etc. are such 
10cally specialized products, while rice and mulberry plantation are increas-

ingly wide-spread throughout the country. The cropping of rice do not 
show great regional differentiation as mentioned, except in Hokkaido, 
although mulberry has been introuduced into regions in accordance with 
the decrease of cotton and other industrial and inferior food crops. 

Sericulture was carried on everywhere during the Shogunate Period, but 

** There must be enumerated several other physical and soclal factors for producing barn 
yard millet in lwate and Aomori Prefectures. They are chiefly produced m the Krtakami 
plateau and other mountainous lands where the irrigation facilities are limited. The physical 
factors combine with inferior climatic conchtions and stock farming, and backward social systems 
of peasantry prevail. It is the broadest area in Japan where people take barn yard mlllet as 
a staple food with stalks as forages of live stocks t0~lay. But recently, the national development 
scheme of the Kitakami and Kunohe Areas is settled and the dairy farming has been intro-
dllced in the villages. 
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it　Hourished　immediately　after　the　opening　of　treaty　ports　to　foreign

trade　in1859．Exports　of　raw　silk　and　silk　worm－egg　cards16reached　boom

status。　It　encouraged　sericulture　in　Yamanashi　and　Gumma　Prefectures
at　first，and　then　Nagano　and：Fukushima　Prefectures　where　transportation

facilities　to　Yokohama　are　favorable．In　these　prefectures，there　are　broad

areas　of　diluvial　uplands　and　alluvial　fans　where　irrigation　was　difacult

anddry五eldsprevailed．Mulberryplantations～vereintroducedtothose
lands，taking　the　place　of　the　declining　crops．

　　　　These　plantations　sprea（i　over　the　country　favoured　by　the　intro（1uction

of　summer　and　autumnal　breeding　of　silk－worms　at　the　end　of　the　nine－

teenth　century．　This　new　system　worked　well　because　it　did　not　coincide

with　the　busy　season　of　the　paddy　丘elds，　an（i　the　monthly　labour　distri－

bution　was　favorable　to　a　secon（10r　third　breeding　in　a　year．

　　　　Thus，mulberry　pbntations　increased　in＆creage　from219，000‘ho　in

1889to　the　top　of　714，0006ho（cocoon　production6，653，000piculs）　in　l930．17

The　increase　took　place　mainly　in　the　central　part　of∫apan，extending　to

the　northeast　where　the　sericulture　was　prosperous　before　the　industrializa－

tion，and　also　it　was　significant　that　it　expanded　to　the　southwestem

part　after　industrialization．

　　　　The　regional　differentiation　is　not　distinguished　as　in　the　case　of　raw

cotton・　Four　prefectures　of　east　central　Japan，Nagano　and　Yamanashi

in　the　eastem　part　of　Region4and　Gumma　and　Saitama　in　the　westem

part　of　Region5，contain　about　half　of　the　total　mulberry　plantation
and　cocoon　pro（1uction．Peripheral　prefectures　such　as　Fukushima，Yama－

gata2Gifu，etc．are　followed　by　the　nucleous　zone，and　in　every　other
prefectures　also，mulberry　is　cultivated’and　cocoons　are　produced　to　some

degree．Mulberry　areas　and　reeling　factories　can　some　distance　apart　at

presentwhereastheyusedt・betogetherbeforetheaccomodati・n・fdry－
ing　cocoons　was　completed．

Fo㈱画o％o∫1％4初ε’7ゼαど∠4惚3

1）Customary　or　traditional　industry

161nFranceandltaly，tw・1eadingc・u・tries・fsericultureinEur・pe，dicease3。fsilk
worms　prevalled　after　l840and　the　product量on　of　cocoons　decreased　to　one一五fth。　The　serious
shortage　of　silk　materials　was　filled　by　Japanese　silk　worm－egg　cards．　Export30f　the　cards
were　said　to　amount　to　two　or　three　m111iQn　sheets　in　l868．But　L．Pasteu1，French　bactrio－
10gist，found　germs　of　the　silk－worm　dicease　in1867and　the　export　boom　of　the　Japanese　egg－
cards　stopped．　However，mulberry　trees　planted　during　the　boom　grew　densely．　This　growth
「e ￥11e望識ま謡麟事魏ustheinc「easeddemands・frawsilkexp・rters・

　　　Mulberry　plantat置on　decreased　after　the　beglnnlng　of　World　War　II．The　lowest　productton
of　cocoon3was　recorded　in1947as891，000piculs（arceage，176，000‘んo〉．　The　reason　was，of
course，the　convertlon　to　food　crops，but　after　the　war　the　largest　demand　for　raw　silk　from
the　United　States　dld　not　recover　to　the　pre－war　level　Qwing　to　the　development　of　che－
mical　fabrics　and　the　high　prlce　of　raw　silk　of　Japan．Though　acreages　after　the　war　have
not　recovered　so　much，182，000‘加in1954，the　productlon　of　cocoon　mcreased　intensively　to
1，672，000piculs．
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The increase of cities or their urbanization is due to the establishments 

of modern industries. Many kinds of handicrafts were prosperous in cities, 

towns and villages from the Shogunate Period. Some were done in manu-
facturing plants having 30-50 employees, but many of them were domestic 
workshops worked by families and apprentices. 

Confectionery is a typical one of such small industries. Since cakes and 

sweets was chiefly home made by citizens and villagers, total number of con-

fcctioneries in the country was 70, 183 in 1889, of which 64,570 had no em-
plyees, 4,542 had one or two, and only 79 had ten or more.18 But in the castle 

to¥vns of feudal lords, especially in the large ones, or where the tea ceremony 

was popular such as Kanazawa, Nagoya. Matsue, etc., confectioneries 
developed through demand of the feudal lords and citizens of the upper 
classes. These confectioneries were the beginnings of factory production in 

the Meiji Period. The demand for breads and biscuits as war supplies in 
the Sino-Japanes War (1894-95) and the Russo-Japanese War (1904~)5) 
accelerated the demand for European confections. The taste for these con-
fection spread to the common people after the two wars. 

It may be said confectioneries of factory systems were prevailed through-

out Japan during World War 1.19 Markets of confection such as caramels 
and biscuits were widened to the whole country by the raised standard of 
living in the rural districts. Among these increased and mechanized factories, 

over half of either the total number of factories or production were in those 

prefectures which include the large cities of Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Kobe, 
and later Yokohama as shown in Table 9.20 That is to say, several of the 
largest confectioneries in the Central Zone with the magnifient capital 
controled the greater parts of internal markets 

We can point out some other examples of the same kind, where indus-

** Gisaburo Kobayashi, Thirty years of coprfectionery. 1936. Tokyo. (in Japanese) 
*' There were 6 confectioneries of the factory system in 1894, 11 in 1897, 19 in 1902, 38 in 

1904, and 43 in 1907. Those prefectures without confection factories were 16 (out of 46) in 
1909, 10 in 1914, and 2 in 1921. When the confectioners' prevailed, the conversion from hands 
to machine power was performed in the order of steam, gas, oil and electricity as follows, 

1904 1907 1914 1936 1 924 

Handicraft factory 
Power driven factory 

by steam engines 
by gas engines 
by oil engines 
by water wheels 
by electric motors 

26 
14 

ll 
2
 

1
 

423 
61 

54 # 
8
 4
 

9
 

426 
1 38 

74 
15 
4
 l
 

95 

214 
532 

l 19 

} 36 

1 195 # 

42 7 

1 402 

45 

lO 

4016 # 

# numbers of engines or motors 
*' Two facts should be noticed. Firstly, In 1904, Ishikawa and Yamaguchi Prefectures had 2 

factories, though not shown on the table. It means large confectioneries during the feudal 
age transformed for factory production preceeding those of the later industriallzed areas. Second-
ly, during and after World War I, Kanagawa Prefecture (including cities of Yokohama 
and Kawasaki) made rapid progress as Industrialized areas and Kyoto Prefecture falled b~ 
hind. 
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Table9． Concentration　of　confection　factories　（1904－36）

Prefectures 1904 1907 1909 1914 1921 1936

Tokyo
Osaka
Alchi

Kyoto

Hy6go
Kanagawa

工
」
2
7
1
1
1
1

　
1
1

　‘

339

313

29

40

12

18

～
8
0
2
3

　
1
1

　∫

174

68

49

40

19

　2

　ツ

3．05

1．57

．31

．40

．23

．02

　∫

135

131

81

40

25

17

　」

2122

1052

582

342

247

148

　　y

19．69

14．06

3．87

1，34

3．12

2．69

　∫

390

292

214

60

71

72

　y

25，31

22，63

12．56

2．05

7．46

23．09

Japantota1 38　938 43 484　6．69 564　5594 65．95 1683　119．29

Percentages

occupied　by
above　pre－
fectures

89 躍 72 沼 甜 Z6 躍 63 65 z8

∫＝number　of　factQries，employlng100r　more
　1909．
♂＝number　of　labourers．

ツ＝amount　of　production　in　milhon　yen．

abourers　before1907，and50r　more　after

tries　of　customary　or　traditional　types　were　mechanized　throughout　Japan，

and　then　they　were　monopolized　by　a　few　factories，10cated　in　the　industria1－

ized　or　urbanized　regions　under　large　capitalistic　management．Industries

of　manufacturing　Japanese　socks（’砺），Japanese　wine（3罐6）and　soy
（shδ膨）are　good　examples．21

2）Textile　industry

　　　　The　largest　industry　of　Japan　is　the　textile　industry，either　in　numbers

of　factories　or　of　labourers　at　each　period　from　M：eiji　to　the　present．　The

industrialization　of　the　westem　countries　had　been　completed　when　the

treaty　ports　were　opened　in1859and　large　quantities　of　occidental　products

manufactured　by　factory　system　and　mass　production　poured　into　Japan．

The　cotton　industry　was　the　first　to　be　transformed　to：European　systems

by　the　industrialization，because　the　technical　and　mechanical　process
of　the　cotton　industry　was　simple　compared　with　other　industries。Labour

components　in　the　production　of　the　industry　was　large　and　could　be
supplied　amply　from　densely　populated　villages，especially　in　the　Inner　and

Outer　zones　of　Japan，where　the　increments　of　population　could　not　be

absorbed　either　in　agriculture　or　in　other　local　industries．，As　for　the

location　of　the　new　cotton　industry，　Osaka　and　several　other　cities　in　the

Central　Zone　are　important，because　of　the　convenience　of　imported　raw

materials　together　with　the　historical　backgrounds　for　cotton　farming　and

manufacturing　of　cotton　cloths　since　the　Shogunate　Period．

　21These　are　not　only　due　to　capitalistic　growth　of　the　industries，but　abo　to出e　changes

or　the　loss　of　local　tastes　and　choice　of　rural　inhabitants．
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The silk reeling and weaving industries developed in another w~ay. 
The production of raw silk and silk was protected by feudal lords of every 

provinces in the age of the Shogunate, because of financial purposes, and 
was encouraged by the export boom after the opening of treaty ports. The 
silk reeling industry was the first of the factory and manufacturing 
systems to use power machines. In 1885 there were 661 factories22 or work-

shops in Japan, out of which 484 were silk reeling establishments. But 
three-fourths of them were operated by water wheels as and the rest were 
hand powered. The capital per factory v;'as only 3,000 yen. This is in 
great contrast with cotton industry. A11 of the cotton spinning factories 

of the time were operated by steam engines and amo'Int of capital per 
factory was 300,000 yen, although less than 50 in number. 

The reeling industry of raw silk was mechanized at flrst for export raw 
silk. But in spite of its inferior quality, unsuitable for export, hand reeled 

raw silk was not stop for a long time,23 as it was a side job in the rural 

districts and its products satisfied both internal and domestic demands. 
Consequently, it was operated on a small scale when compared with 
machine reeling ones.24 

The main areas of raw silk production were east of Lake Biwa or the 
eastern half of Japan, which produced three-fourths of the total, and the 

present four pret~ectures of Nagano, Yamanashl, Saitama and Gumma 
which produced half of the total in 1870-80's, as well as at the present 
time. Since cash income by the sericulture became indispensable to all 
farmers, the production areas were enlarged as sho¥vn in the maps, with 
most of the production in these nucleus prefectures. Before the industrial-
ization machine reelin*" factories were concentrated in the central prefectures 

of sericultural districts, and accounted for 59~ of the production 1;ivhile 66% 

of hand reeling ones were in the northeast periphery of the former, Gum-
ma and Fukushima Prefectures which converted to machine reeling during 
the industrialization. Capitalistic enterprises like Gunze and Katakura 

" Out of these 661 factories, 364 factories (55%) were operated by lvater wheels. It was one 
decade before the steam engines~ took first place for industnal power, and electricity replaced 
them two or three decades later. See the case of confectloneries above described. 

" Hand reeling raw silk was surpassed in production by machine reeling one as late as 1907, 
but the productlon for export by machine reehng was 34,675 bales as early as 1890, while that 
of hand reellng was 17,850 bales. 

" Both In number of reeling establishments and production in 1911, percentages of hand 
reehng factories to the total are small as shown belo~~'. 

Number of reeling establishments 

total by factory 

Production in thousand piculs 

total by factory 

Machine reelmg 5,105 
Hand reeling 3-'3,280 

47.6% 
!, v% 

l 49. 8 

51.5 

97,d~~ 

J8. 5% 

ractory means reellng establishments having 10 or more workers. 
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established　large　factories

where　sericulture　was　pros－

perous　and　supplied　silk

worm－egg　cards　to　the　seri－

culturists．

　　　The　silk　reeling　indu－

stry　together　with　the　seri－

culture　of　Japan　continued

its　ups　and　downs　according

to　the　cycle　of　demands　in

the　Unite（i　States　until　the

shortage　of　food　became
serious　in　the　l940’s．

3）　Iron　and　steel　industry

　　　　Next　to　the　textile

industry，the　iron　and　steel

industry　is　the　most　impor－

tant　in　the　industrializa－

tion．25　1t　is　usual　in　the

recently　　industr玉alize（i　or

backward　　countries　　that
the　　textile　　industry　　i3

modemized　Hrst　and　the
metallurgical　one　is　not

modernized　until　capitalis－

tic　growth　is　completed，

or　checked　as　in　the　case

of　colonial　countries．

　　　　Although　　Jap＆nese

swords　and　the　other　arms

were　famous　from　early
times，the　amounts　of　iron

and　steel　for　daily　neces－

saries　were　not　Iarge．The

quantity　of　iron　and　steel

consumed　in　Japan　at　the

end　　of　　the　　Shogunate

Period，was　estimated　at
about　　10，000　　tons　　by

annual　production　of　iron

sands．　After　the　Meili

Restoration，endeavour・to
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keep　the　political　independence　were　necessary　in　those（iays　of　imperia－

1ism，also　necessary　was　the　protection　of　home　markets　from　imported
goods。Since　J乱pan　also　had　imperialist至c　ambitions　on　the　Asian　countries，

self－suf丑ciency　in　arms　through　estab1量shment　of　munitions　industries　was

the　keen　desire　of　the　Meiji　Govemment，as　well　as　the　mechanization　of

consuming　industries．Thus，the　iron　and　steel　industries　were　industrialized，

but　it　was　as　late　as　after　the　Sino－Japanese　War　when　the　govemmental

iron　and　steel　works　were　establishe（l　at　Yawata　in　Fukuoka　Prefecture，

and　Kure　in　Hiroshima　Prefecturs．26

　　　　0there　than　daily　necessary　goods，there　were　no　distinct　areas　of　met＆1

and　metallurgical　industries　until　the　beginning　of　World　War　I。The
Japanese　industrialization　of　the　strategical　production　fields　was　intensified

after　the　Sino－Japanese　disputes　of1930’s，when　the　formation　of　industrial

zones　and　regional　di鉦erentiation　became　distlnct，which　will　be　discussed

later　in　（1etail．

　25Some　writer　defines　the　industrializat玉Qn　“as　a　process　in　whlch　changes　of　a　series　of
strategical　production　functions　are　taking　Place”　and　“those　strategical　production　functio皿
are　mostly　connected　with　capita1－goods　industries．”（P．K．Chang，Agr正culture　and　Industrlali－
zatlon．Lond．1949。p．66f。）But　it　may　be　said　the　modemized　transformation　of　the　consump－
tlon－goods　industries　such　as　textile　industries　is　also　defined　as　the　lndustlalization　if　the
industrial　productivity　takes　the　major　parts　of　all　enterprises　in　a　region　or　a　country．In　this

concept，the　author　takes　the　beginnlng　of亡he　present　century　as　the　starting　Point　of　the　in－
dustrialization　of∫apan．

　26Though　pig　iron　was　prooduced　in　the　qu＆ntity　of　140，000　tons　in1907，　2．5　times　of　the

Grst　year　production　in　the　Yawata　Iron　and　Steel　Works，home　demand　for　steel　was4互0，000
tops　ma（1e　it籠ecessary　to（1epend　upon　imports．




